Programme
Meetings begin at 10.30am
at Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

16th January
LUCETTE WORKSHOP
Jaquie Teal

19th June
FLEECE FAIR
Committee Meeting

20th February
OUR TEXTILE COLLECTION
Rosemary & Ellen Burgess
(Soup and Bread Lunch)
Committee Meeting

17th July
DYE DAY

20th March
QUANTOCK WEAVERS DAY
SILK DYES & A GOOD HEAD OF
STEAM
Isabella Whitworth

17th April
SILK PAPER WORKSHOP
Helen Rushton
Committee Meeting

15th May
AGM
WEAVING WORKSHOP
(bring your loom)
Weaving Competition
(Fork Lunch)

18th September
MAKING A DROP SPINDLE
Ian Tait
(He will also bring his full range of items
and will offer a 15% discount from
web prices.
www.thewoodemporium.co.uk
Committee Meeting

16th October
THE CRAFT PERSON’S GARDEN
Christina Stapley

20th November
SPINDLE SPINNING WORKSHOP
Jaquie Teal
Dying competition
(Soup and Bread Lunch)
Committee Meeting
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Thank you!

Those of you who attended the Anniversary meeting in November may have noticed that the raffle prizes were a bit special. I followed a friend's suggestion and emailed a lot of different people to ask if they'd care to donate something in return
for a mention in our newsletter. So here is the list of those generous folks who did
respond. I'm sure they would appreciate your
custom if you feel inclined!
Susan at Loop Knitting
Robynn at Purlescence
David at Designer Yarns
Susan at Fibrecrafts
Connie at Jamieson and Smith
Richard at Colourmart
Sue at The Natural Fibre Company
Sarah at Spinning Wheal
Helen at Stash Fine Yarns
I'm sure you would join me in offering our grateful thanks for their support.
Helen

Chair
Helen Cridland
01460 57345

Secretary
Ellen Doust
01278 683748

Librarian
Miranda Hewitt, 01884 820263

Treasurer
Barbara Spicer
01278 691264

Newsletter
Rita Ovens
01458 215215

Notice Board
Jan Arthur 01749 890266

Copy deadline for June 2010 issue is 1st June please email, or post to
Rita Ovens: ritaovens@gmail.com or Talitha Clarke: talithaclarke@yahoo.co.uk
If you have a techniques request that we could open out to everyone in the guild
or a technical tip that saves time or is just very effective send it in! See page 9
for this months technical tip.
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pattern, increasing as necessary to allow for the curve of the original circle, and
then cast off. I then picked up more stitches either from the circle or one of the
edges of the knitting, using different stitch patterns and colours and so on until I had
a piece that was about 5in across. I tried to include the same hand spun yarn in
each of these pieces and I limited myself to stitch patterns with no more than six
stitch repeats.
When I had completed several of these I laid them out and decide to combine them
to make a waistcoat. I made a pattern and laid pieces out as I made them so I could
estimate how many to make and then started joining them together often knitting or
crocheting small joining pieces to fill in gaps.
Along the way I decided I would need to knit an edging in one colour so dyed
enough wool yarn from my stash a deep red/burgundy to knit the edgings, and included some of this yarn among my individual pieces.
Having joined all my pieces and filled all the gaps I picked up stitches around the
armholes and the front and bottom edges and knitted a few rows of ribbing. I expected it to take a couple of attempts to get this right but amazingly it worked first
time!
I then lined the finished waistcoat with some orange silk fabric and now plan to buy
some Norwegian clasps to use as front closures.
I am very pleased with the result and hope to do the same with my blues and
greens, but with slightly bigger pieces and perhaps a jacket next time.
AND I can now buy more yarns/fibres!!!
Many thanks to Carol for this fascinating account of her design process for this
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Textile artist Alicia Merrett is having an exhibition at the Somerset Rural Life Museum, Glastonbury, with glass artist Nina Gronw-Lewis.
The exhibition is on from 20 March to 15 May. Open Tues-Sat and Bank Holiday
Monday, 10 am - 5 pm. Admission Free.
Alicia Merrett
www.aliciamerrett.co.uk
http://aliciamerrett-colourandlight.blogspot.com

Textile Tips and Techniques
My Freeform Waistcoat
My New Year’s Resolution in January
2009 was not to buy any more yarn or
fibre until I had used some of my stash,
and this provided me with an incentive
to do ‘Something’.
I had accumulated a lot of odds and
ends of various thicknesses, none of
which was enough on its own to make
anything so I decided to try some crazy
knitting and see where it took me. I had
also acquired a copy of Montricot’s 900
Stitch Patterns so thought I would include various different patterns to create
texture.
I sorted my yarns and made a collection
of reds, browns, oranges and golds, and
then included a little green and purple. A few of the yarns were hand spun, and
most were hand dyed or over dyed. The yarns were mostly wool, with some silk,
alpaca and cashmere.
I chose a knitting needle (3.75mm, old size9) that I felt was suitable for the thickest
yarn and then used the thinner yarns double or treble, sometimes these were
slightly different colours.
I made lots of small pieces about 5in across. I started each piece with a crochet
circle with two rounds in different colours and then picked up stitches from the edge
- usually 8-10 stitches at a time - and knitted about two inches of my chosen
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A Message From The Chair
It seems a bit silly wishing you a Happy New Year in March, but
if I haven't seen you yet this year, I'll do it just the same! I hope
you aren't still up to your ears in snow/floods/mud etc. I'd also
like to welcome everybody who joined in 2009 to the Guild if I
haven't already done so.
Since I last wrote, we've had our Anniversary bash, which I think
went off quite well, thank you to everyone who helped, we
couldn't have had such a good time without you. There is a
separate list of donors who supported our brilliant raffle, who
also deserve grateful thanks. Also an account of the day for
anyone who wasn't there. I certainly had a good day, and if the odd photos I've
seen are anything to go by, you did too. If you have any that you think are worthy
of publication, please let Talitha have copies for inclusion in future newsletters.
You should have had your copies of the programme for 2010, and I think Norma
has done a fabulous job of finding speakers and workshops that will appeal to everyone. I'm looking forward to the silk paper workshop and the drop spindle one
myself, and I'm betting the dye day will be brilliant as usual. I hope to see good
support for everything though – who knows, we might all pick up some new skills or
discover a talent for something we never knew we had!
I'd like to mention the AGM here, I know it's not until May, but please do come and
support the committee. It is your chance to choose the people you'd like to see running the Guild on your behalf. It's like a General election, if you don't vote for who
you want, you can't moan that the ones you liked didn't get in. Our Treasurer and
Secretary are both hoping to be able to step down this year, having given several
years fantastic service to the Guild, so please step up if you feel you'd be able to
take on the challenge of these positions, or nominate someone who could (make
sure they're willing naturally). There will be other committee posts too, so even if
you don't want to take on a big responsibility, there are lots of other ways you can
help to run YOUR Guild. Without a properly constituted committee, the Guild cannot run, so please bear this in mind. We shall be asking for nominations shortly.
I should also remind you that the AGM meeting on May 15th is also the Weaving
competition meeting. The theme is “Alternative Weft”, so get that collection of
feathers, twigs, cloth strips, string, slivers of wood or whatever else takes your
fancy out of the cupboard, and get weaving!
All that remains is for me to say that I hope you enjoy the year's activities, and
hope that the Guild continues to go from strength to strength in 2010. I look forward to seeing you all at the meetings, please come and talk to me or any of the
committee members if you have suggestions for future activities, or ways in which
the Guild can be of service to you. That's what we're here for after all, and the
Guild would be nothing without it's members, so we need you too.
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Recent Speakers
Contemporary Lace-Jane Atkinson
November 2009

After feasting ourselves on the delicious food we shared for our Anniversary lunch,
it was time for a visual feast of traditional and contemporary lace. Jane’s passion
for all things lace began 25 years ago. She told us her first encounter with lace
produced such a strong, physical reaction within her, ‘I thought I saw stars’.
As Jane explored the world of lace making she found it ‘hermetically sealed’ from
innovation and alteration. There was the correct way of doing things, and no deviation allowed! This is frustrating to a young and enthusiastic individual, and Jane
began searching for what she described as ‘the holy grail of self designed, personal lace; more in tune with modern life’.
Although Jane’s grandmother
was a lace maker, she would
not teach her, she did eventually
pass on her bobbins, but the
pillows went on the bonfire!
Jane searched for lace making
courses, but could not find any.
In desperation to do something,
she settled on a quilt making
course, nothing to do with lace,
but it was an introduction to using colour. Following the quilt
course she took a City and
Guilds embroidery class. The
tutor knew nothing of lace, and
Jane was a design novice, but they worked on together, and slowly her confidence
grew. When Jane was asked to run a design course, she began to play around
with the grids of Torchon lace, this eventually lead to Jane producing articles more
quickly than traditional lace, and it is the way
she works today.
Jane went on to describe the characteristics
of many different traditional laces, with examples for us to see and touch. Finishing with
her own contemporary pieces, which stood
out for me because of the wonderful colours
and textures. Linen is used in about 50% of
her articles, and she has tried various handspun yarns,
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and these are a fun way to weave even if you are an experienced professional! So
please come along and have a go.
There will be a competition: Alternative Weft. Criteria, create a woven piece of any
size (garment or decorative hanging) which has an unusual weft. Wire, plastic and
unusual fibres are the first thing to spring to mind. The warp could be unconventional too. Submissions can be of any size and ideas can be discussed during the
workshop.
Deadline and show and tell on 17th July (Dye Day).
19th June
FLEECE FAIR
Norma & I have been busy doing publicity for the Fleece Fair since January. We
have a fairly long list of magazines/papers/events listings etc, but always need
MORE, please! If you come across anywhere you think people would be interested
to hear about the Fleece Fair, please let me know.
Thanks.
Fay Wilks

Courses / Exhibitions
Amanda Hannaford
Masterclasses
6 hours of intensive study to master a particular topic. Small numbers for a high
level of one-to-one tuition. Fee £25 - £40 per person, depending on numbers
Maximum of four Students
Option 1 Woollen vs Worsted
Fibre preparation (both carding and combing). Spinning for a smooth worsted and
also English longdraw from rolags.
Option 2 Cotton Spinning
Fibre preparation (carding and rolling punis). Spinning different cotton preparations including seed cotton, cotton sliver and cotton wool balls. Spinning on a supported
spindle, charkha and wheel.
Option 3 Fancy Yarns
Blending, spinning and plying techniques to create a collection of fancy yarns.
These will include, snarl, marl, seed, slub, curled loop boucle and tail-spinning.
All classes will run between 10am and 5pm, with an hour’s break for
Lunch.Refreshments and lunch will be provided.
Contact Ammanda for information on venues and dates 01726 883505,
amanda@mandacrafts.co.uk
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Competitions and Workshops
20th March
QUANTOCK WEAVERS DAY
SILK DYES & A GOOD HEAD OF STEAM
Isabella Whitworth our lecturer for Quantock Weavers Day gives lectures and
workshops on dyeing, painting on silk and Shibori. Her talk will include a variety of
textiles from her own collection and examples of her own work and stories that link
them together. The ending will be a small demonstration of acid dyes with wax resist.
She learnt the art of wax techniques whilst in the Far East where she spent a year.
On returning she devoted her life to painting and dyeing silk .
17th April
SILK PAPER WORKSHOP
Helen Rushton
List of things to bring if you want to make silk paper bowls:







Medium sized bowls with the top wider than the bottom other wise you will
not be able to get the silk off when it's dry.
bowls of different sizes as you will be able to make more than one
cling film
Scissors
nylon net curtaining, preferably with an embossed pattern, as the pattern will
transfer to the silk
j cloths and towels to mop up the glue.

We will also need a couple of irons and ironing boards if anyone is willing to lend
theirs.
15th May
WEAVING WORKSHOP
Talitha Clarke
An informal “drop in” style workshop, were you can try your hand at using a back
strap loom. Beginners can learn about making a warp, making a loom, threading
a loom, weaving techniques and finishing techniques. You
don’t have to bring a loom but you could bring some interesting yarn to weave into the looms that I will have set up
ready for you”! Take home the samples that you will
weave! Back strap looms are very portable (favoured by
nomads, so you can’t get more compact and easy to pack
than these!), you actually become part of the loom,
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Recent Speakers
they needed to be finely spun, smooth, 2 or 3 ply, Navajo plied being particularly
good to use. Of the commercial ‘wool’ yarns, Noro was a favorite, it’s colour
changes make it very useful.
It was an absolute treat to listen to Jane describe her passion for lace, and how not
accepting ‘that’s how it’s done’, lead her to the inspirational pieces she produces
today.
Jane is running a residential course in France in September 2010, check her website for details and wonderful images of her lace.
http://www.contemporarylace.com/
Pattern Design for Torchon Lace by Jane Atkinson, originally published in hardback by Batsford, is now available as a second revised edition on interactive
CDROM from £12 by mail order: send email to sales@intatex.co.uk for details.
Rita Ovens

Lucette Workshop - JaquieTeal
January 2010
Around 25 members enjoyed the Lucette workshop expertly managed by Jaquie
Teal during the first meeting of 2010. Some of us were pre-armed with our Lucette, (others took delivery from Jacquie of some rather nifty looking little ones)
and ‘smooth Perle type yarn’ as requested. Although we followed Jaquie’s instructions closely, there is nothing like trying to get your hands working in a different way to make you feel clumsy and ham fisted! I didn’t know there were so
many ways I could wrap yarn around two prongs, and still not get it right, other
seemed to take to it instantly. With much hilarity, matched with equal amounts of
gentle cursing, we all ‘got it’, and our cords began to lengthen. Practice makes
better, and by the end of the morning I could produced a cord of almost regular
tension. After lunch we progressed to varying the style of cord, and adding a gimp
thread as embellishment. We all managed to produce a variety of braids by the
end of the workshop, and thanks to Jaquie’s enviable talents, now have the beginnings of another skill to add to our armory.
Rita Ovens

Our Textile Collection - Rosemary and Ellen Burgess
February 2010

Despite an early morning white frost and icy roads the February meeting was well
attended with at least two new members. After a delicious soup and bread lunch
we were entertained by Rosemary and Eleanor Burgess showing us their eclectic
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collection of Textiles and Costumes which had
gradually accumulated from items inherited from
Rosemary's mother dating from the early 20th
century. This had obviously inspired her to continue collecting and also rubbed off onto Eleanor.
Due to Rosemary's husband working world wide
(in oil) and knowing their interest in textiles, the
collection expanded with artefacts acquired from
his travels. From North Africa, Tunisian carpets
and tapestries, Bedouin Wedding shawls, a camel bag created much interest and
was very heavy even empty. All hand woven and dyed in warm vibrant colours. A
Batik cloth from Jakarta and beautiful embroidered tablecloths from Madeira and
Portugal, the more simpler needlework probably being achieved by the pupils or
even younger members of families.
China was well represented. A very
fine silk woven rug which would be
hung on a wall. A more practical wool
rug for the floor with a skeletal design
from Tibet. Small square example of a
wool carpet produced probably by the
apprentices with the odd errors showing. At the other extreme white rectangular silk woven wall hangings hand
embroidered with typical Chinese
flower designs. Small items included caps to be worn by
young boys. The crown was shaped in a mask like face
with little ears included. There was a charming small
beaded evening bag with tiny purse attached. Another was
a folded camel purse decorated with shells, this would
have been attached to the camel's harness for safety.
Rosemary had found this item at a car boot !
Nearer to home wonderful Irish linen tableware.
Grown, processed, woven and embroidered in Ireland and
we believe still produced today.
Whilst living in Scotland Rosemary often visited the auction rooms in Montrose
where she obtained many more items to add to the collection. A felt life like dolly
dressed by prisoners of war, making her dress out of webbing strips joined together to look like a striped dress and jacket. There were examples of different
edging and insertion lace dated 1826. They had not had room to bring any tweed
from the Scottish Isles, apart from a Tartan kilt Eleanor was wearing which went
back several generations and is now " Minnie" and well worn ! Eleanor explained
that the different areas of Scotland took the colours from the local landscape for
their tweed, e.g.. the uplands and moors were heather colour, and the
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pebble beaches on the coastline would be greys and black shades with a textured
finish to the cloth.
From Scotland I think it was that yet another move brought them to Taunton about
2000. Where they became acquainted with a Mr. Christmas! he inherited a house
in Langport from an elderly couple, the lady of the house had been a seamstress,
making clothing and theatre costumes. he was left her large collection of cloths and
other textiles, very generously, and knowing their interest in textiles, he gave a
couple of boxes of interesting items, including early twentieth century clothing, to
Eleanor. A Silk floral chiffon evening dress was Eleanor's favourite cut on the
bias to hug the figure. This fitted a treat and she had worn it along with other garments in the collection. The fashions were very formal and versatile with separate
detachable collars in lace or fine cotton, also fine lace under sleeves also detachable to dress up for " best" .The same idea for a costume jacket, a pin tucked bib
attached to a plain sleeveless calico shell.
Too many garments to mention but we were turned loose to examine for ourselves
with Eleanor modelling for us and Rosemary giving us the origin. Several items
Eleanor regularly wears. From now on we will watch her very closely !! especially
a large gusseted pair if linen bloomers folded on the table. There is no knowing
how she will display these.
I could go on forever. The needlework on so many of the garments is now being
recreated today by machine, and even some styles are to be found on the high
street. The only difference now being that we dress much more casual and
our body sizes are larger than they were 150 years back when ladies were corseted in to produce tiny waists. Perhaps we should hold on to our fashions longer.
An even better idea is to offer anything "Vintage to Rosemary and Eleanor to add
to their ever expanding collection. What goes round comes round !
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